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Reading 
Today:

•Chapter 2-1 through 2-3 (Spectrum) 
•Chapter 9 (Sun)

Next time:
•Chapters 2-3 and 2-4, spectrum details
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Objectives
•Be able to describe different types of 
light based on its wavelength, frequency, 
or energy.

•Be able to explain how all the various 
types of electromagnetic radiation are 
related. 

•Be able to describe the types of spectra 
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Several views of the sun

All images taken 2/15/12 from http://umbra.nascom.nasa.gov/images/latest.html
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SDO View of Solar Flare
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Composite View: 3 kinds of light
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•This movie was 
made by combining
 images taken with 
three different kinds
 (wavelengths) of 
light. 

•One kind is color-coded red, one as green, one as 
red. 

•Based on the movie, what would you conclude about 
the time it takes those three kinds of light to travel 
from Sun to Earth?

a) All three kinds take the same time.
b)The kind coded as red arrives first.
c)The kind coded as blue arrives first.



The Electromagnetic Spectrum

• Lecture Tutorial on p.33-35 of your Lecture-Tutorials 
Book.

• Typo Alert: 8d should offer options faster/slower/same

Figure 6.6 from Bennett et al.
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Clicker Question
•Which travels fastest?

a)Very Short wavelength, very high energy X 
rays

b)Short wavelength, high energy Ultraviolet
c)Visible
d)Low wavelength, low energy Radio waves
e)They all travel at the same speed
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Clicker question
•The unit of frequency is Hertz which is 
just a cycle per second in the wave.

•Which radio station’s radio waves have 
the longer wavelength?

(a)Dragon Radio at a frequency of 1.5 million 
Hertz (1500 kHz)

(b)Thunder Radio at a frequency of 105.9 
million Hertz (105.9 MHz)
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Clicker Question
•Which of the following would be true 
about comparing gamma rays and radio 
waves?  The radio waves would have a 
________ and would travel 
__________ gamma rays.

(a)lower energy; slower than 
(b)longer wavelength; faster than
(c)longer wavelength; the same speed as  
(d)higher energy; faster than 
(e)shorter wavelength; the same speed as 
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Spectra...
•When light passes through
 a prism (or diffraction 
grating), different 
wavelengths bend by 
different amounts...

•This spreads out the light 
into a “rainbow” of colors...
 its spectrum.

•The spectra of a particular light source 
intimately tied to its origin!
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Three Kinds of Spectra

•Continuous Spectrum
•Emission Line 

Spectrum
•Absorption Line 

Spectrum

• KEY POINT: The 
same element can have 
either an emission or  
absorption spectra 
depending on the 
situation, but the 
wavelength of the lines 
is the same.
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Clicker Question

What kind of Spectrum is this?
(a)Continuous Spectra
(b)Emission Spectra
(c)Absorption Spectra
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Real Spectra: Often a Mix

•Mixture of Continuous, Emission, and Absorption 
Spectra common for astronomical objects.
•KEY POINT: Understanding how these spectra form 

tells you about the physical conditions at/near the 
object.

Emission “Blue-‐Clipped”	  
Con<nuous
(Yellow	  Peak)

Con<nuous
(IR	  Peak)

Absorp<on
Absorp<on

The	  Spectra	  of	  Mars
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Next Time
•Read Chapter 2
•More about types of spectra
•Where light comes from
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